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editorial
Dear reader,
The house of cards is crashing - Kondratiev winter - More banks in trouble Trillion dollar subsidies on taxpayers shoulders - UBS proven of active
defrauding of the US IRS via US clients - French Caribbean islands revolting
following Athens - Another investment fraud (#5?) - Businesses worldwide
suffering downturn (cars, watches, housing, etc). We could go on and on.
The present crash is not the first one since Jesus dictated the New Revelation
to Jakob Lorber and his two followers . It's the third after the big one in the
second half of the 18th century and the one of 1929.
And Jesus is talking bluntly on the state of the world. Then and now. Society
underwent great change starting with the industrial revolution, which
incidentally happened at the same period as New Revelation was given. Here is
what He said to Lorber on July 5, 1847 (Gifts of Heaven):
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[GH.02_47.07.05,03] The business of this world is most diligently
pursued to faster kill the spirit and possibly to totally annihilate the
spreading of the seed for eternal life! Does one hear of the contrary?
No industry or business comes forth with specific ‘manufactories’, I
mean ‘factories’ where works of Christian love, of humility and
gentleness would be produced and not the works of hell, of death, of
Satan.
[GH.02_47.07.05,04] Artists, scientists and all kinds of researchers
are now traveling on land and on the seas. Lots of them are traveling
in all possible directions. – What could be the purpose of their toil?
O, that is not difficult to guess. What goes best with the world? See,
gold! Yes, money, the cursed, moves all the artists, scientists and
all other researchers on land and sea. And none of these travel the
earth for higher aims: for love of Me and love of the fellow man.
[GH.02_47.07.05,06] The honor of the world, the reason for some
rare deeds in the past, is now doomed. True, there is no great loss
as it enflamed brother against brother (duels) and countless Cains
slew the Abels. But this cause for those horrid acts is almost gone
today. Money has replaced honor. Who owns it, can have
everything! But eternal life as well?! That will be seen in a while.
Possible with some, impossible with many."
With too many banks and investors money had lost its service status. Money was
not the servant of man anymore. It became his master. That's why the downfall
will be painful. It may be as excessive as the boom phase of the last decades.
To close this subject: You know that Jesus was violent only once. That was when
He drove the traders and money changers out of the temple district with a whip.

"...Who of you can only think a little bit will easily discover that for the
Lord of heaven and all worlds no vice of men is more horrid and
abject than riches through usury [speculation, ed.] and their
consequences. For no other vice the Lord of life and death shows
the abyss of hell as clearly as for this one.
Be it manslaughter, adultery, harlotry and the like, who has seen the
Lord on earth condemning anyone to hell? But the money changers,
the dove hucksters and similar rabble of speculators were beaten
and chastised out of the temple by the very hand of the Lord itself
with a twisted rope." [Spiritual Sun, 2:92]
So if you are a banker, broker or trader, you know what's coming.
--But enough of that. In today's letter we are looking at the Catholic Church. As
mentioned once before, the Lord has mentioned the Church of Rome many times
in New Revelation.
The move of the pope earlier this year with the cancellation of the
excommunication of the Ecône movement is the reason. His step is bold but we
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daresay from the point of view of the Lorber texts it is not one which will help
the Church with its many problems.
As is mentioned below: Change has to come from below. The Vatican will not be
able to. Can the believers do it? Yes, they could.
God bless you all.
Rudolf Julius
Editor
HisNewWord.org
PS: We invite you to share this email with friends. Do not hesitate to
forward it to people who you know are interested in their spiritual
development or may become so in the future.
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1. in the news
A step in the wrong direction?
There was plenty of news these last three months. The eminent one from
Rome was the one regarding the revocation of the excommunication of the
St. Pius X association.
I am sure you know that this group of Bishops seceded from the main
stream Catholic Church. They did not agree with the changes of Vatican II:
the changed rite of the mass, the use of local languages instead of Latin,
ecumenism, the opening of dialogue to other
churches and Religions (Orthodox, Protestant,
"Who will live and
Anglican, Assyrian, Jewish to name just a few)
act perfectly in
and many other changes.
Now, given the sensationalism of the media the
gesture of pope Benedict was immediately
outright condemned because it coincided
(matter of days) with the interview of Mgr
Williamson regarding the holocaust.

accordance with My
teaching, will also
be blessed perfectly
with its blissful
results. But he
who will live and
act imperfectly will
reap accordingly."

To this one has to say that -according to
church information - the decree was signed
well before the announcement and before the
Jesus' Words, Great
Williamson interview. If one knows that the
Gospel
of John, vol.8,
Catholic Church is a multinational organization
82. (W17)
one can imagine that the internal
communication channels may not be like in a
start-up. Think of how long it takes for a
government administration to react on certain issues. The pope has reacted
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and commented of the issue several times. But the fact is that the anti
Religion, the anti God headwind and definitely the anti Catholic Church
headwind has shown itself. And if the media has something it can make a
sensation of, sales go up and dollars/euros/whatever comes in.
In any case, the lifting of the excommunication is like unlocking a door. It's
not opened and the other side has not entered. That can probably only
happen if the Ecône movement accepts a minimum of conditions. But we
won't speculate here.
Trying to limit the church splits and work towards a unification of the
churches is a positive sign but to start with a movement which wants to
eternalize the rites and views of a medieval church is the wrong start. The
danger is that discussions lead to compromise making the church step
back instead of forward.
The development of the church should be in the other direction, the direction
Jesus suggests in New Revelation: Get rid of empty rites and ceremonies,
concentrate on the Word of God, become humble, get rid of hierarchies,
etc, etc. Part of it is covered in the article below.
But the Lord told us that will not happen any time soon. That and the
appalling acts committed over the centuries is why He is punishing the
church. It has begun about 150 years ago. Gently first but look at the last 30
years. The Roman church has problem after problem with scores of people
leaving, with court cases because of pedophilia, with a terrible shortage of
priests and more.
So the Lord is on the move. No reason for people to leave their church.
Jesus said He would look at those who quit their church - any church - in
anger. He rather suggests to try to reform it from inside, from below.
They could do it. They should.

2. today’s focus
The Future of the Catholic Church
It is interesting to discover the many references and comments of our Lord
Jesus Christ concerning the Church of Rome. But then this Church has the
longest history. A history of good periods and of bad. And not only according
to historians of bad ones. Jesus too is very critical.
However, His basic principle is the liberty of man. He would not intervene in
human actions although, of course, He could. The freedom of human
decision is holy for God.
As far as the Church goes that has led to all the too well known negatives:
The definition of the false Trinity at Nicaea, the creation of a power base and
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hierarchy which put itself higher than kings and emperors, the doctoring of
the Holy Scriptures, the mismanagement which caused Protestantism, the
terror of the inquisition etc, etc.
Jesus said 150 years ago that He's had it. That He will put an end to this
disgrace. And it started at that time.
In his book about the New Revelation Kurt Eggenstein a profound adept of
New Revelation authored a book called "The Prophet Jakob Lorber Predicts
Coming Catastrophes and True Christianity". The following article is an
excerpt. You'll read here the first paragraphs. But you can download the full
text from our website.

The Future of the Catholic Church
Excerpt from Kurt Eggenstein’s book
‘The Prophet Jakob Lorber
Predicts Coming Catastrophes and
True Christianity’
Abbreviations in this article:
GGJ
GH
HiG
LS
SE

Great Gospel of John
Gifts of Heaven
Himmelsgaben, (German for Gifts of Heaven)
The Lord’s Sermons
Scripture Explanations

New Revelation makes it clear beyond all doubt that we are now in the early
stages of the Last Days. The confusion of minds he predicted, the
destruction of the environment, earthquakes and disastrous floods already
are clearly apparent in their initial stages, and according to Jakob Lorber,
they will grow increasingly more severe. These prophesy will be discussed in
more detail in the last chapter of this book.
Jakob Lorber was also told, however, what the fate of the Catholic Church
would be in the Last Days, and why judgment was to be passed on it. For
many centuries, God has kept silence with regard to the serious
transgressions of the hierarchy of the church, but now he speaks, through
the prophet of the Last Days. "From now on I shall no longer show patience
and regard for those in power. This you (Lorber) may well believe, for I am
disclosing this to you." (GGJ.10. 27, 8)
The Catholic theologian, de Lubac, rightly perceived the role of the prophet in
our day when he said that seers who hear voices "are able to see things that
are completely hidden from ordinary people."'
Spiritual revolutions always have their origins far back in the past. The debit
page of the Catholic Church carries a long column, and well-sounding
formulations in decrees issued by councils will not offset this. Abandonment
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of the mission Jesus gave to his Apostles runs through the history of the
church like a red thread, and the gulf between the messages given by Jesus
kind the reality remains unbridged to this day. Cardinal Suenen in Belgium
touched on the real issue in current events that too many are beyond
comprehension when he said that to under-stand the reasons and the sheer
impact of current reaction one needs to take into account the coercion used
in the past.' Many discerning theologians, among them Hans Urs von
Balthasar, Karl Rahner SJ, Pribilla SJ, Hans Küng and many others, know
about the connection between present deterioration and the serious
transgressions the church committed in the past.
"The negative waves from past centuries cannot be dismissed with casuistic
phrases such as 'phenomena of our time'—as Catholic apologists are apt to
do—for more or less like radioactivity, they are radiating across great spans
of time, right to the present day!''
For centuries, life in the huge ghetto of the Catholic Church had become both
dangerous and intolerable. It was no different than conditions in the
totalitarian countries of the twentieth century.
Jesus predicted such terror and fanaticism to his disciples:
To read on please click here and download the article.
If this link does not work copy this into your browser:
http://www.hisnewword.org/index.php?nav=downloads&lang=en
then download the article from the download list.
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3. reflection
From: Gifts of Heaven,
received by Jakob Lorber in 1847

You are Peter the Rock
May 25, 1847

And I say also unto thee, that thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will
build my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And
I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and
whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.
[Matthew 16,18-19]
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[HG.03_47.05.25,01] Because of these writings, the greatest fallacy and
illusion still rule in all Christian areas on earth. All, without exception, consider
themselves more or less the church rock Peter and suppose that they hold
the true keys to the kingdom of God and to open and close it at will for the
ones wanting to come in, that is, to give, mangle, withhold, prohibit the word
of the gospel arbitrarily, to give capricious commandments and set eternal
castigations, to entice people through such commandments to commit as
many sins as possible, to arbitrarily make allowances for them, or deny
such, to even grant for certain penances complete or incomplete pardon for
all committed sins, or just as well withhold such!
[25,02] If anyone had a morsel of pure reason, he would have to admit for the
sake of My divinity that I, who preached with every opportunity only the law of
universal, brotherly love, could not have possibly given such authority and
such instructions to the apostle Peter, or to all the other apostles, since they
obviously relate to brotherly love, as does hell to heaven!
[25,03] Who gives laws, also gives judgment; is
judgment love? That is why I took all judgments
upon Me on the cross, so that only love would
remain for people, - but is this love conceivable
where there are a billion tribunals set up among
the ones supposed to be brothers and where
one can only see laws on top of laws?! Is this
Peter, the rock on which My church, which is
and should be nothing but love and more love,
shall be built?!

"The spirit is the
innermost vision of
the soul, whose
light penetrates
everything,
because it is an
innermost and,
therefore, pure
light."

[25,04] Anybody who acknowledges and loves
Me like Peter, is a true rock on which I can and
really will build My true church, the true love
and wisdom from within Me. But how can any
Jesus' Words, Great
small or large community under some chieftain
Gospel of John, vol.
be a rock, if everyone thinks and believes what
4,76 (W31)
they want; where one whispers
incomprehensible words and sells such
whispers as useful prayer, another one curses, mocks and laughs about it,
and a third one shows up as judge and condemns everything to the deepest
corners of hell?! – Can such a community or its leaders be the rock on which
My church is built, against which the gates of hell shall never prevail?!
[25,05] I say, ‘If you love each other as I love you, it will be evident in that love
that you are truly My disciples! – Thus, I gave love as the only sign by which
one can recognize if someone is a true rock on which My church is built. –
But then, how can the now manifold tribunals among the ones supposed to
be brothers be a sign of the rock Peter, undefeated by hell, and of My church
built on it?! Oh, you horribly blind foolish people of these times, you consider
yourselves undefeated by hell, yet have been, due to all your actions, in the
middle of it for a long, long, long time!
[25,06] If I had wanted to establish a visible church, I would have said to all
the apostles and disciples: You all are Peter. But I only said such to Peter
alone because he was the first one to recognize My divine nature! Thus, he
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was also the first to whom, due to his faith and trust, I gave the keys to the
kingdom of heaven, which is a kingdom of love for God in people’s hearts
and from that the true, brotherly love, which no one can reach without
previous knowledge of God, because everyone must know someone before
they can love that person.
[25,07] This love for God and for one’s neighbor is thus the true kingdom of
God, the only true living church, which is built on the rock of true knowledge,
and the strong, unwavering faith and trust derived from it, which hell can
certainly no longer destroy.
[25,08] A superficial, collective, ceremonial parade and pomp of a
supposedly invincible church of Christ on some golden and silver Peter rock
is just as little church and Peter rock as hell is heaven, or a pig’s feces a
diamond. – Or did I ever say, ‘You would be recognized as My disciples by
gold, silver, gems, precious vestments, by great worldly power and greatest
worldly prestige, by the most gorgeous churches, bells and organs, by the
Latin language and more similar things? – Truly something like that has
never been indicated or foretold by Me as a sign of My true church; maybe
by John in the Revelation, where the great whore is discussed, - but that
cannot be the rock Peter, can it?!
[25,09] Simon Jonah, who was a true Peter, said to one whom he had cured
through My true spirit in himself, “I do not have gold and silver, but what I
have, I give to you!” – Could the one who wants to be and should be Peter’s
successor in Rome, the bishops in England, some superintendents in
Germany and the mighty patriarch of all the Greeks say the same about
themselves with a clear conscience without embarrassing themselves before
the whole world?! Do they also not own any bags, shoes and staffs? – See
what Peter was like and how his church of love was built on the rock of his
heart and what was its reason, and how all contemporary churches are built
and what their reason is? I mean, even a blind man can comprehend and
see, let alone one who still has his eyes quite open.
[25,10] The time will come when people everywhere will adore God in spirit
and in truth and not in Jerusalem and not on mount Garizim! – That is how
you read it in the Scripture. – Thus spirit, truth, true knowledge, faith, trust
and true love for God and one’s neighbor in every single person’s heart make
up the one and only true rock and the living church built on it by Myself,
which can forever withstand hell. Everything else is people’s vain creation,
which is not worth anything and does not offer the slightest protection against
hell, if the true rock and the true living church built in every person is missing.
[25,11] Thus, it is vain to ask which external, visible church among the many
that carry My name is the right one. – The answer to that is and can never be
anything other than: None! – Only the church that I made in one’s heart is the
right one, forever safe from hell; everything else was devised by the world,
belongs to it and counts for nothing to Me!
[25,12] Thus, the keys to My kingdom are never to be sought in some church
community or with its leaders but only in the living, solely true church. What
someone will bind or loose for himself in the world of his natural life and the
life of his brothers from his own church built by Me in his heart, that is
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already bound or loosed in heaven, because this solely true church is the
actual heaven – or said more clearly: Whatever someone will make in and
from his own mighty love church, that will also be made in heaven for ever.
[25,13] Thus, the right keys to the kingdom of heaven are that you
acknowledge Me as your holy, truest God and Father, love Me above all, and
your brothers and sisters like yourselves. If that is your case, then you have
Peter, have fully built the true church, and have the true keys to the kingdom
of heaven; everything else is pure nothing! – Understand this well and live
accordingly. Amen, amen, amen. –
May 29, 1847. (You are Peter, the Rock. Continuation)
[29,00] If, however, someone among you wants to ask and say about the
rock, Peter: Well, if this rock is to be seen as purely spiritual and only to be
sought in every person and is not to be seen in the leaders of a community or
in the whole community, why then does the Lord allow that communities
have been at each other's throats for centuries and have treated each other
horribly just because of the true nature of the rock Peter, as every
community is convinced that Peter the rock is at home within it?!
[29,01] The reason for allowing this is a much deeper one than any of you
might imagine at first glance. Of course that it should not be the way it is, and still it must be this way because everything else is the same way! –
Abraham had a good descendent in a spiritual way, without any fleshly
coitus, John was conceived the same way and Mary too; such procreations
took place often in ancient times and some prophets were conceived this
way.
[29,02] This kind of procreation is the right one,
of course, and still takes place, often without
the parents’ knowledge; but this kind is the
heavenly kind and if of no use for the world, but
must take place for the possible participation in
redemption. What remains to be done other
than to leave the world its fleshly way of
procreation, and thus let the old sin persist
together with complete redemption, so that
every captive natural soul has either way an
unhindered path into the kingdom of grace and
mercy! - That is why our external Peters must
exist, so that the children of the world may find
their way to them either way.

"What a soul can
here achieve in one
day towards
perfecting its life, it
often in the beyond
cannot achieve in
thousands of earth
years."
Jesus, Great Gospel of
John 6, 228 (W36)

[29,03] As the spirit only likes what is in its
nature, so does the world only like what is in its
nature. The saying "Like takes to like" is at the right place here. It would be
preferable, if the trees and other plants directly brought to light ripe fruits,
without the preceding flowers and other ceremonial phenomena. But it does
not work any other way, as everything in the circle of being that is still right at
the bottom can finally be directed upwards and reach eternal freedom!
way of the world, its different side ways and sometimes even the most lurid
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wrong ways coexist and on them the world will be led with time to the right
way. Or could the firstlings, which come here from below, be baptized into
the only true, inner church of the spirit immediately? That would work just as
little as an instantly ripe fruit without any preceding flower.
[29,05] Thus, the prince of night and death must also have his worldly chapel
next to the true church, which is built on the rock Peter. But from this chapel
there is a way that goes to the true church and he cannot hinder anyone who
wants to cross from this chapel to the true church, just as he could not hinder
you to cross from the same chapel to My true church and remain in it
forever!
[29,06] Imagine Mary in the true church and Martha in the worldly chapel;
while Martha fusses over the purely mundane, at My feet Mary with her best
tract obeys and takes up in her heart My teaching! - But when their brother
died, both cried the same and both came to Me so that I would awaken him,
who lay dead in the grave, bound and in musty fetidness!!! – – –
[29,07] But no more on the matter! – You will easily gather from this gift, why
next to the right church of Peter in the heart, other external ones are allowed;
that is why it would be completely redundant to say more. Therefore, heed
this well in your hearts. Amen. –

”””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

4. excerpt
From: 'The Lord's Sermons' received by the Lord through Gottfried
Mayerhofer in Trieste.

The Transfiguration of Jesus
Sermon 14
Second Sunday In Lent
Matthew 17, 1-13: "And after six days Jesus taketh Peter, James, and John
his brother, and bringeth them up into an high mountain apart, and was
transfigured before them: and his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment
was white as the light, and, behold, there appeared unto them Moses and
Elias talking with him. Then answered Peter, and said unto Jesus, Lord, it
is good for us to be here: if thou wilt, let us make here three tabernacles;
one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for Elias. While he yet spake,
behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them: and behold a voice out of the
cloud, which said, This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased;
hear ye him. And when the disciples heard it, they fell on their face, and
were sore afraid. And Jesus came and touched them, and said, Arise, and
be not afraid. And when they had lifted up their eyes, they saw no man,
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save Jesus only. And as they came down from the mountain, Jesus
charged them, saying, Tell the vision to no man, until the Son of man be
risen again from the dead. And his disciples asked him, saying, Why then
say the scribes that Elias must first come? And Jesus answered and said
unto them, Elias truly shall first come, and restore all things. But I say unto
you, That Elias is come already, and they knew him not, but have done
unto him whatsoever they listed. Likewise shall also the Son of man suffer
of them. Then the disciples understood that he spake unto them of John
the Baptist."

(January 25, 1872)
Here again you have an event from My earthly career of a deep and
heavenly significance. This event was once important for the disciples who
accompanied Me, but it is also significant for you and all mankind and in its
spiritual correspondence of great importance for the future into which you are
now moving. We will now look at this event, explain its significance for My
disciples at that time and then study its great spiritual correspondence to find
out how, when and where it is repeating itself today and how it will have the
same regenerating effect now as it had once on the three disciples with Me
and their further life and actions.
The Gospel states that I took My disciples Peter, James and John up a
mountain where they saw Me transfigured, that is, they saw Me with their
spiritual eyes as the One who I really am, was and shall be. They saw Me as
a high spirit whose garment - truth - was in its correspondence white and
whose face shone like the sun, that is, it radiated love. At My side they saw
two mighty supporters of My entire future system of instruction who
contributed most to facilitate My work as My forerunners - Moses and Elias,
with whom I was speaking. They also heard a voice from a cloud speaking
the same words that had once sounded at My baptism at the river Jordan:
"This is My beloved Son in whom I am well pleased; listen to him!" ,
This vision which I allowed My three disciples to see was meant to give
them a fore taste of their own destination. Peter, whom I called the 'rock'
upon which I wanted to build My church, had a similar mission to that of
Moses who once pre- pared the Jewish people for My coming. He gave
them laws and rules of conduct which for the Jews were easier to accept
than for any other race, to make them My chosen people in the midst of
which I had decided to come to the earth.
As Elias, in his incarnation as John the Baptist, did on a small scale what
Moses had to do on a large scale, thus John, My favorite, - thanks to his
particular work and the fact that he lived longer than any of the other disciples
- was destined through his Revelation during the last years of his life to show
to the world in advance its spiritual progress until its purification and to leave
behind a testimony to the effect that the laws I have established in My
creation - be they moral or physical laws - must not be spurned.
These disciples, as still living in this world, and Moses and Elias, who
were no longer in the flesh, were allowed to see Me in My great glory and to
recognize Me as the One for whose great spiritual kingdom they had to
sacrifice everything in order to give My work permanence.
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They saw Me in that glory which a human heart in its earthly encasement
can stand but for a few moments, and it was this unimagined happiness and
bliss that caused Peter to exclaim: "Lord, it is good for us to be here; if thou
wilt, let us make here three shelters!"
However, since such moments only serve as awakeners, animators and
fortifiers when danger threatens or fickleness overcomes the heart, they
were only of a short duration. But in order to give them a lasting effect in the
memory of the disciples, out of the white cloud that spiritually overshadowed
My person, these mysterious and important words were heard: "This is My
beloved Son in whom I am well pleased; listen to him!" Thus the voice
advised My disciples to pay even better attention to My words and to imprint
them properly upon their hearts so that one day the verdant tree of life could
grow out of them to assemble all mankind under its shade for shelter and
protection in all their sufferings and misfortunes.
The reason why I bade the disciples not to
speak of this event until I had crowned My work
with My resurrection was that the other
disciples would have doubted the vision or failed
to comprehend it, since My disciples' power of
comprehension varied like that of all other
people.
Such was the actual course of that solemn
event which must repeat itself again today.
What once Moses did, who prepared the
Jewish people for My teaching, later on came
to pass through Peter as the founder of the
Catholic Church. What Elias did as John the
Baptist, has been done in your age by all the
men who had to cleanse and purify the church
Peter had founded, so that it would not lose its
actual value altogether .

"I have come into
the world in order
to take upon Myself
all mankind's sins
and eradicate them
forever through My
love before its
divine countenance!
"
Jesus' words, Childhood of
Jesus, ch.104 (W24)

What once Peter represented as the future sustainer of My teaching, now
other men will become, who will re-establish My Kingdom. And as in My
days the Jewish people were misled by the Pharisees and scribes, likewise
today all humanity is bound by ceremonies and customs, living in the
fulfillment of the letter without understanding the spiritual meaning of the
words of My so simple Gospel. Therefore, there must again be men who put
My teaching back upon its original foundation, upon My own words.
Even if these men are not immediately successful in their attempt to teach
all mankind - just as My disciples were not immediately successful - they are
nevertheless called to sow the seed. It does not matter whether the seed falls
everywhere upon good soil, or upon the road or stony ground. The
germinating seed will replace what was lost and prepare the spiritual ground
to make it worthy of looking forward joyfully to My Second Coming.
As in those days I took My disciples to an elevated spot, giving them a
little fore taste of the reward awaiting them if they faithfully stayed with Me, it
happens also today that I lead many a faithful, who in the solitude and
stillness of night gives himself over to Me, far beyond the physical world,
opening up to him in a great vista the glorious future he may expect if he
remains true to Me and My teaching. Indeed, I let many an individual
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experience the full delight of My mighty influence upon his heart, thereby
showing him a glimpse of supreme truth in the rosy light of love, thus
revealing to him My own Self in a glorious transfiguration expressed by a
delight which here it is not possible to bear, but only in the higher spheres in a
spiritual body.
In the Mosaic law Moses built his irrevocable principles of the Jewish
religion upon the one idea: There is but one God! And because of this the
Jewish people - and none other - was suited to count Me among them. Since
in those days polytheism prevailed everywhere, it would have been
impossible to remove all the gods at once to put up a single one in their
place. The Jews, however, had only the one God, which made it easier to
build a divine religion among them.
Thus Moses was the preparatory worker, like a laborer in the vineyard
who breaks up the soil. He was followed by the one who trimmed the vines;
and that was Elias. He trimmed the vines during his time and later as John
the Baptist, thereby stimulating the activity in order to obtain better fruit so
that the harvester may be satisfied with the workers who did the preliminary
work. Thus John the Baptist was the second laborer in My vineyard, until I
came Myself to put the finishing touches to the work, add what was missing
and bring the fruit to maturation. This means that out of the decomposed
earth around the stem of the grapevine I called forth new life which, becoming
more and more refined along the stem, was matured and trained from gross
matter to the finer, spiritual fruit - the grape.
As previously Moses, thus later on Peter was the rock upon which My
church was founded. No revolutions or storms could destroy it. Often enough
it has been perverted through the tyranny and lust for power of individuals.
But as once My transfiguration was allowed to take place in the presence of
My disciples when My spiritual, divine being shone through My earthly form,
so it is happening now: The spiritual garment is beginning to shine through
the earthly pomp and ceremonial of the Catholic cult and its false doctrines.
The clearing up and transfiguration is beginning. Night is followed by dawn
and dawn by - day!
The long restrained light of truth is breaking through. The anticipation of a
higher ecstasy, a transfiguration, is alive in all minds, and the spiritual wind,
blowing through all that is of the world and awakening the sleepers is sensed
by all. Like a ray of light falling through a shutter upon a sleeper who,
awakened by its life-force, begins to turn around in his bed unaware of what
is happening to him, - thus this transfiguration is starting. In many heads it is
already dawning.
Moses prepared his contemporary Jewish people for My reception, Peter
the generation following him, and in these days the teachers with enthusiasm
for My teaching are going to be the Johns who - like My disciple - will also
become My favorites and witnesses of My love and grace right into their old
age. Thus the same spiritual process of purification takes place, first from the
solid to the softer, from that to the volatile, from the volatile to the ethereal and
finally to the spiritual.
As in those days I was nailed to the cross, My teaching mocked and My
disciples abused and persecuted, so it will be again. Instead of My person,
My teaching will be crucified and mocked. My fighters will also have to battle
with all kinds of injustices but they, too, will be victorious and see Me
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transfigured at My next descent. Then the voice of their conscience will
proclaim: "Blessed be you because you remained true to Him, listened to His
words, applied them and passed them on to others the way He wants them
to be understood. "
Then the transfiguration will not end - as once with My disciples - but My
pioneers will be able to see Me face to face everlastingly and rejoice over My
victory and theirs together with all those who passed on before.
Such is the symbolical meaning of the transfiguration. Make sure that you,
too, may participate in it, so that you may be counted among those who,
disregarding all that is of the world, have made Me and My teaching the
principal purpose of their life and aspirations. Then, in moments of supreme
delight when your spiritual vision is opened, you will be able to see The One
in person, transfigured, Who already for so long has been showering upon
you His words of grace and wants to make you His children. Amen.
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5. where to find on “hisnewword.org”
-

New: You are Peter the Rock
go to http://www.hisnewword.org > Download tab

-

The Passion of, and according to Jesus Christ - MP3 audio file (3:2 h)
go to: http://www.hisnewword.org > Download tab

-

The Christmas Story - MP3 audio file (3:14 h)
go to: http://www.hisnewword.org > Download tab

-

The Lord’s Sermons
Here you have access to samples of the sermons.

-

Father, Son and Holy Spirit: One or three persons?
Finally a clear language by the Lord, which should end all disputes.

-

Is Jesus God?
Clear words by the Son on a matter of widespread dispute.
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6. Our free email library
Here is a listing of our free e-mail reports. To subscribe just send a blank email to the
address listed. For safety reasons you will have to confirm your order with a simple
click. Moreover don't forget to white list the address if you have a firewall or spam
filter.
Christmas@hisnewword.org: Excerpt of the revealed work "Childhood of Jesus", the
re-given Gospel of James covering the birth of Jesus. (8 e-mails)
7words@hisnewword.org Jesus explains the spiritual significance of the words He
spoke on the cross. (3 e-mails)
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Genesis1@hisnewword.org: The first Chapter of Moses' Genesis made no sense to
the Pharisees and makes no sense to us today. Jesus tells us how we have to
interpret the language of the great prophet. (5 e-mails)
JesusWords@hisnewword.org: A selection of words of wisdom digested from all books of
the New Revelation (ca. 45 e-mails).
John1@hisnewword.org: The first chapters of the Gospel of John are difficult to
understand. Here, Jesus explains their true meaning. (5 e-mails)
Judas@hisnewword.org: An inside view of a man difficult to understand: His
upbringing, desires and talents. But also what drove him to do what he did to Jesus
Christ. (5 e-mails)
Passion@hisnewword.org: Jesus gives us the story behind the story, which would
have been far too detailed for the Bible. (7 e-mails)
Sermon1@hisnewword.org: Signs of the Future, Luke 21, 25-26. (One e-mail)
Newsletter@hisnewword.org: The current newsletter via e-mail. (One e-mal)
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7. overview: the new revelation
Since the beginning of time God had been in contact with mankind. With every nation.
In every century. Without interruption.
The form of communication differs. God came in the form of angels, He used prophets
whom He instructed (e.g. Isaiah). He gave people visions (e.g. Swedenborg) or
revealed His messages in dreams (e.g. Joseph) and He had people write by direct
dictation (e.g. Moses).
Communications, instructions and messages did not stop with Jesus. Some
churches, unfortunately, claim that Jesus said it all. With Him revelation stopped.
Despite the contrary written in scripture.
The New Revelation, God's New Word, was received by dictation. Word by word. Every
word of those 25 volumes was dictated to Lorber, Engel and Mayerhofer by the Lord. It
took 37 years to finish. Some say it's the Eternal Gospel promised by the angel. It
sure contains wisdom for generations of researchers.
The two new commandments Jesus introduced complementing the 10 of the Old
Testament are "Love your God with all you power and all your heart" and "Love your
neighbor like yourself". And added, that your enemy also is your neighbor (e.g. Luke
10:27).
Out of the seven Spirits of God three stand out: Love, Wisdom and Power.

1. In His New Word, the New Revelation, God reconfirms again and again that
love is the basis of God. "The Father" really is God's love.

2. God created all beings - all angels, all souls, all spirits - out of love.
It was out of His endless love that despite the high treason of Lucifer and one
fifth of all created beings He did not destroy them but created the material
universe. Matter is a prison and school through which He leads the rebellious
souls back into His kingdom.

3. Out of love He created man and put him to test on earth and gave him the
choice between good and evil.

4. Out of love He took flesh in Jesus, His "Son", suffered terribly, accepted
utmost humiliation and sacrified His physical body to free all humans from the
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slavery of sin.

5. Out of His love He gave mankind the privilege to become His children if they
choose to obey. A privilege not even His first angels have.

6. Out of love He has been incredibly patient with mankind. But He also said that
out of this love He will chastise mankind if they turn away from Him, lest they'll
be lost. That happened and will happen again.
To get a basic idea about the contents and scope of the New Revelation please visit
our website www.hisnewword.org
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8. finally
Next edition of His New Word Newsletter: April 1, 2009
To read all previous letters visit 'Newsletter' at www.hisnewword.org.
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